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Social media agency
with story-focused
content strategy, with a
mission to make a brand
be more human.

We attracted to stories, and we all have stories.
Brand-just like a human- have their own stories.
 
A story that makes them unique. A story that
makes the audience stick. A story that makes
people believe.
 
We call it #storyselling.
 
A process that we do here in Epilog, where we
combining the creative narrative for our client,
with the data, facts, and figure that we can
analyze.
 
To make it work.

Who we are
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Two main
expertise to help
us keep focused
in what we do
best.

What we do

Social media
marketing 

Content building &
creative strategy

Constructing digital strategy based on
the design thinking process, to help
brand stay relevant, and connected
with the audience.

Social media is nothing without good
content. We continuously pursuing a
new perspective to come up with not
only new and unique but also worked.
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Capabilities our clients need to
thrive in a digital age.

Our services

Social media
marketing platform

Content building &
creative strategy

Social media management

Content distribution strategy

DM&Comment Reply 

Community engagement

Social media reporting

Search strategy

Campaign creative

Campaign production

Campaign management

Content creation

KOL campaign management

Graphic design

Copywriting

IG Story Content

Photography

Videography

Motion graphic

SEO writings

Web content

AR (Instagram)

GIF Creation

Stickers (WA, Line, etc.)
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Our values

We confident in the quality of work, and capabilities
that we have as a team. But in order the squeeze
every bit of it, we have a set of values and methods
that we believe in.
 
After all, we're all human. We always need a slap in
the face once in a while. To remind us, where are we
headed.

Always ask "Why?"

Stay humble, but hungry

Shoot for 110%

Be thankful for yourself 
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Be curious about why certain things do this or that way. Can we make it better?

Don't let ego dominate, but don't lose it and become relent.

We all competing with everyone else, don't pursue the "ordinary".

Whatever the result is, be proud. Don't stop trying, and pushing.
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We utilize best in class platform to help us perform
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We work with various brands and companies size and idustry
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Passionate comrade behind Epilog

Abi Mangku Nagari

Abi has various background from the Advertising agency, to the e-
commerce industry. He held a bachelor's degree in Advertising
from the University of Indonesia, and an MBA degree from
Bandung Institute of Technology.
 
He loves the technical side of the business, from coming up with
the best strategy to crunching down some numbers for the project.
He started his career at Ogilvy & Mather, before moving into
AsmaraKu, Hamri, and Shopee Indonesia.

Business Director / CO-Founder

Dey Fitria

She remembers what took her far in her career: she’s passionate about telling good
stories and pursue it through all types of media platform, from broadcast (Scriptwriter for
Trans TV), to print (Feature and Lifestyle writer for FashionTV Magazine), and finally
digital (Content Creator and Social Media Manager for clients like COTTONINK, Oemah
Etnik, L’oreal Professional, Andien, Maudy Ayunda, Kementerian Perdagangan, and
more).
 
The ‘story’ that she was once knew limited only in a form of text and tale, now has
evolved into something we all called ‘content’. Last year, she expanded more possibilities
to develop, create, and manage content with Epilog.

Creative Director / co-Founder

Achmad "Aem" Maulana

Visual Designer

Giancianna Michelle

Content Manager

Adit

Visual Designer

Isty Nurjanna

Jr Content Manager
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Recent Work
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Helping the new comer in
the industry to win the
"free-ongkir" game.

Qrim Express (Lippo Group)

Qrim is a new door to door courier service in
Indonesia. The company is part of Lippo Group
companies, with ambitious goals to be one of the top
players in the industry. Competing alongside
companies such as J&T, JNE, Ninja Express and such.
 
The launch an initiative for Shipping Free campaign
in 2019, as part of their strategy to penetrate the
market. Our team came up with an integrated social
media content strategy to create awareness for the
campaign. 
We also 

360K

80%

50%

IG Followers in 1-year
since launching

QRIBO voucher used
during the campaign

Increase in average
engagement rate on

reach
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DENTISTE' has been a global leader in premium oral
care solutions with its products spreading across 20
countries in 6 continents. They've been in Indonesia
for some times and looking for re-launching the
brand.
 
We were engaged from day one, to came up with the
right social media content strategy and digital ads
placement strategy. 
 
We try to create unique social media approach
compared to the brand's social media account from
the other country, and utilize Facebook ads
placement.

Re-introduce one of world's
popular premium nighttime
oral care solution in Indonesia

Dentiste

epilog.

9.6%

1,128

3.2%

organic conversion rate

Unique clicks in the first
month of the campaign

Average engagement
rate on reach
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Create a brand that delivers
good values to all moms in
Indonesia through digital

Vitaflow Baby

Vitaflow is a local brand that challenged the big
brands out there to provide well designed, practical
baby products for the consumer. With more and
more moms in Indonesia seeking parenting and
lactation tips from the internet, Vitaflow keen to help
them to get the right information through social
media.
 
Our team perform research what's the most
challenging aspect of being a new mom, and try to
understand their needs and concern around the
subject. We use all of the insight to create engaging,
and super informative social media content for
Vitaflow baby.

40%
Increase in page

impressions and reach

1.5%
Organic web CTR on IG

>1%
Average engagement

rate on reach
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Build an attractive
narrative for Indonesia's
next big star.

Afifah Yusuf

As the daughter of one of Indonesia's legend singers,
Afifah keen to have her mark in the scene with her
craft. 
 
We work together with her in the process of launching
her first single and EP in 2020. We develop the whole
marketing strategy for Afifah, from the top to the
bottom. We love the concept behind every song that
she wrote,  since she always embedded personal
story into every song. So we try to translate the story
behind the song, into artwork, press release, and any
other digital assets.

65K
Total IG followers

accumulated as per
March 2020

18,222
Monthly listener during
first month campaign

on Spotify

19.4K
IG TV views
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Content Portfolios
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Danke! epilog.

Jakarta Office:

Jl. Fatmwati Raya no 15a,
Second Floow
Sout Jakarta, Indonesia

Contact:

Phone: +62 8111-734-674 (Abi)
E-Mail: abi@epilogcreative.com


